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EUROPEAN WORKSHOP INDUSTRIAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS _:i!_i_i!_:
APPROACH TO DESIGN FOR SAFETY
Dr. Janusz Zalewski
ABSTRACT
This contribution presents a set of guidelines on designing systems for safety,
developed by the Technical Committee 7 on Reliability and Safety of the European Workshop
on Industrial Computer Systems (EWICS). Their focus is on complementing the traditional
development process by adding the following four steps: (1) Overall Safety Analysis; (2)
Analysis of the Functional Specification; (3) Designing for Safety; (4) Validation of Design;
Quantitative assessment of safety is possible by means of a questionnaire composed of a









Dr. Zalewski has been working for over 15 years in nuclear research institutes in ::
Europe. As a member of the European Workshop on Industrial Computer Systems he ...........
participated in the development of EWICS guidelines for the construction of safety related . :_::_
systems. Most recently he has cooperated with the Data Acquisition Group of the ::_:::_::::
Superconducting Super Collider Lab, in Dallas, working on the real-time kernels and real-time
expert systems. Since 1989 he is on faculty at the Dept. of Computer Science, SW Texas State
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